MoveMore Comparison

Elevate II
Single Surface
Why these
desks fit you

Choose Elevate II desks if you want stylish wood grains,
tilt-and-go wheels, and a price-sensitive electrically
adjustable solution.

Sit/stand
height range

(measurements
are from the floor
to the top of the
keyboard surface)

Max lift capacity
Weight capacity
Cable
management
Mobility
Worksurface
finish
Warranty

• 48"w x 23.25"d (Shallow)
• 48"w x 29"d (Deep)
• 60"w x 23.25"d (Shallow)
• 60"w x 29"d (Deep)

Dual-surface desks measure

as high as 47"

150 lbs.
150 lbs.

as low as 22.25"
plus 24° of tilt (9°+/15°-)
on the keyboard surface
150 lbs., plus 40 lbs. on the
keyboard surface
190 lbs.

A 6.5"h rear cable tray runs the width of the desk
— deep enough to hold optional power strips.
Lift the keyboard surface to tilt the desk and
easily move it on the tilt-and-go rear wheels.
Comfort Edge thermoplastic laminate with a
comfortable waterfall edge.
Lifetime Warranty against manufacturing defects;
5-year Warranty on mechanical and electrical components.
Cords and plugs are not warranted.
48"w Shallow (23.25"d):
MVBS48SS/BK (in Black)
MVBS48SS/MP (in Maple)
MVBS48SS/WE (in Wenge)
$1,499 MSRP

Product #
and MSRP

48"w Deep (29"d):
MVBD48SS/BK (in Black)
MVBD48SS/MP (in Maple)
MVBD48SS/WE (in Wenge)
$1,549 MSRP

48"w Adjusta:
MVJB48SS-BK (in Black)
MVJB48SS-MP (in Maple)
MVJB48SS-WE (in Wenge)
$2,589 MSRP

60"w Shallow (23.25"d):
MVBS60SS/BK (in Black)
MVBS60SS/MP (in Maple)
MVBS60SS/WE (in Wenge)
$1,599 MSRP

60"w Adjusta:
MVJB60SS-BK (in Black)
MVJB60SS-MP (in Maple)
MVJB60SS-WE (in Wenge)
$2,689 MSRP

Why these
desks fit you
Dimensions

• 60"w x 30"d
• 72"w x 30"d

Sit/stand
height range

L-shaped corner unit
measures 72"w x 72"d with
3100+ sq. in. of desktop
space

Fixed-height Standing Desks

Squeeze the paddle to adjust the keyboard surface.

Elevate
Original Corner

Choose the Elevate Original desks if you need a
range of shapes and easy-to-roll casters.
Single-surface desks measure

Manual Standing Desks

AnthroCart 2
AdjustaCart
Why these
desks fit you
Dimensions
Sit/stand
height range

Install your shelf at a standing height on the tubes.

AnthroCart 2
Console Cart

AnthroCart 2

Choose AdjustaCart and Console Cart to accommodate
a limited sit/stand range on a tight budget.
Dual-surface desks measure

Curved dual-surface
desks measure

• 36"w x 34"d
• 48"w x 34"d

72"w x 47.5"d

Install your shelves at any height on the vertical legs!
The max height of the keyboard surface on these carts
is 38" (adjusts as low as 25.25"); plus 24° of tilt (9°+/15°-)
on the keyboard surface.

as high as 53"

as high as 53"

as low as 27"

as low as 27"

Max lift capacity

150 lbs.

250 lbs.

Max lift capacity

n/a

Weight capacity

250 lbs.

300 lbs.

Weight capacity

150 lbs., including 40 lbs. on the keyboard surface.

A 5" deep rear cable trough
runs the width of the desk
— deep enough to
hold optional power strips.

5" deep rear cable troughs
run behind each "wing" of
the desk — deep enough to
hold optional power strips.

(measurements
are from the floor
to the top of the
keyboard surface)

Cable
management

4" rubber casters help you move the table over
uneven surfaces and can be locked into place.

Mobility
Worksurface
finish
Warranty

Product #
and MSRP

Comfort Edge thermoplastic laminate with a
comfortable waterfall edge.

(measurements
are from the floor
to the top of the
keyboard surface)

Cable
management
Mobility
Worksurface
finish
Warranty

Lifetime Warranty against manufacturing defects;
5-year Warranty on mechanical and electrical components.
Cords and plugs are not warranted.
60"w Single Surface:
ELTB160SM-BK4
(in Silver Metallic metal)
ELTB160BK-BK4
(in Black metal)
$2,569 MSRP
72"w Single Surface:
ELTB172SM-BK4
(in Silver Metallic metal)
ELTB172BK-BK4
(in Black metal)
$2,699 MSRP

Product #
and MSRP
ELTBCSM-BK4
(in Silver Metallic metal)
ELTBCBK-BK4
(in Black metal)
$4,929 MSRP

Adding optional
extension tubes

Add optional Extension Tubes (see below) to make your cart
taller and raise your keyboard surface even higher.

Comes with cable management alleys and cord handlers
that can secure to any vertical leg.
2.375" rubber
casters (2 locking)

4" rubber casters
(2 locking)

Scratch-resistant laminate with durable
vinyl edge banding.

Dimensions

Sit/stand
height range

(measurements
are from the floor
to the top of the
keyboard surface)

Want to adjust your keyboard surface higher than
the 38" max height of a standard cart? Add a set of
Extension Tubes, available in 7", 12"or 24" lengths.

• 24"w x 30"d
• 36"w x 30"d
• 48"w x 30"d
• 60"w x 32"d
• 72"w x 32"d

• UltraCompact Cart comes with a
retractable keyboard caddy. Measures
25.25"w x 26.75"d (caddy extended) &
25.25"w x 19.75"d (caddy tucked in)

Install your shelves at any height on the vertical legs!
The max height on these carts is 28" (31" for the UltraCompact Cart).
Add optional Extension Tubes (see below) to make your cart
taller and raise your keyboard surface even higher.
n/a

Weight capacity

150 lbs.

Cable
management
Mobility

Warranty

Comes with cable management alleys and cord handlers
that can secure to any vertical leg.
2.375" rubber casters (2 locking)
Scratch-resistant laminate with durable
vinyl edge banding.
Lifetime Warranty against manufacturing defects.
24"w AnthroCart:
GT03BK (Black), GT03FG (Fog)
$299 MSRP

CCBK (Black)
CCFG (Fog)
$1,099 MSRP

48"w AdjustaCart:
AJ48BK (Black)
AJ48FG (Fog)
$729 MSRP

Choose these AnthroCart 2 family members for
standing-only desk options at Anthro's lowest MSRPs.

Max lift capacity

Worksurface
finish

Lifetime Warranty against manufacturing defects.
36"w AdjustaCart:
AJ36BK (Black)
AJ36FG (Fog)
$689 MSRP

Why these
desks fits you

36"w AnthroCart:
GT16NRBK (Black), GT16NRFG (Fog)
$399 MSRP

Product #
and MSRP

You can even combine 2 sets (up to 36") which would
increase your shelf height range to a max of 74". Your Anthro
representative can help select the right set for your cart.

48"w AnthroCart:
GT12BK (Black), GT12FG (Fog)
$499 MSRP
60"w AnthroCart:
H24BK (Black), H24FG (Fog)
$559 MSRP
72"w AnthroCart:
H31BK (Black), H31FG (Fog)
$659 MSRP
UltraCompact Cart:
075BK (Black), 075FG (Fog)
$569 MSRP

IM GINE
A BETTER READING EXPERIENCE

Anthro also designs and
manufactures adjustable
Carl's Table®
Steve's Station®
electric standing desks for
radiology reading rooms. Ask your Anthro representative for more details.

Extension tubes fit tightly into
the legs of your AnthroCart2 to
make your cart
taller and raise
A standard
your keyboard
UltraCompact
surface higher.
Cart…

made
standing
height
with a
set of
extension
tubes…

then maxed
out with a
2nd set of
extension
tubes, larger
casters and
an additional
shelf.

Adding optional
extension tubes

Want to install your keyboard surface higher than
the 28" max height of a standard cart? Add a set of
Extension Tubes, available in 7", 12"or 24" lengths.
You can even combine 2 sets (up to 36") which would increase
your shelf installation height range to a max of 64". Your
Anthro representative can help select the right set for your cart.

ANT-1438_jan15

60"w Deep (29"d):
MVBD60SS/BK (in Black)
MVBD60SS/MP (in Maple)
MVBD60SS/WE (in Wenge)
$1,649 MSRP

Elevate Original
Single Surface

• 48"w x 41.5"d
• 60"w x 41.5"d
as high as 53"

as low as 28"

Raise & lower with the touch of a button.

Elevate II
Adjusta

Single-surface desks measure

Dimensions

Electric Standing Desks

